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ABSTRACT
The range-weighting function (RWF) determines how individual scatterer contributions are weighted as
a function of range to produce the meteorological data associated with a single resolution volume. The RWF
is commonly defined in terms of the transmitter pulse envelope and the receiver filter impulse response, and
it determines the radar range resolution. However, the effective RWF also depends on the range-time processing involved in producing estimates of meteorological variables. This is a third contributor to the RWF
that has become more significant in recent years as advanced range-time processing techniques have become
feasible for real-time implementation on modern radar systems. In this work, a new formulation of the RWF
for weather radars that incorporates the impact of signal processing is proposed. Following the derivation
based on a general signal processing model, typical scenarios are used to illustrate the variety of RWFs that
can result from different range-time signal processing techniques. Finally, the RWF is used to measure range
resolution and the range correlation of meteorological data.

1. Introduction
The range-weighting function (RWF) is normally introduced in discussions of the radar resolution volume
because it defines the radial extent of such volumes. The
RWF determines how individual scatterer contributions
are weighted as a function of range to produce estimates
of the meteorological variables (e.g., reflectivity, Doppler
velocity, and the polarimetric variables) associated with
a single resolution volume. The RWF is commonly defined in terms of the transmitter pulse envelope and the
receiver filter impulse response (section 4.4.2 in Doviak
and Zrnić 1993; section 5.3 in Bringi and Chandrasekar
2001) and determines the range resolution of a radar. This
form of the RWF is also used for high-resolution radar
simulators because it includes the contributing factors
before digital sampling occurs (Capsoni and D’Amico
1998; Cheong et al. 2004, 2008). The effective RWF also
depends on the digital signal processing of echo samples
along the range-time dimension (herein referred to as
range-time processing). This third contributor to the
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RWF has become more significant as novel range-time
processing techniques (e.g., those that operate on rangeoversampled signals) have become feasible for real-time
implementation on modern radar systems. The impact
of range-time processing on the RWF is the focus of
this paper.
One example of range-time processing that can affect
the RWF is range oversampling followed by a whitening transformation (WT; Torres and Zrnić 2003). Range
oversampling has been proposed as an effective way to
reduce the variance of meteorological variable estimates and/or reduce the required observation times
(dwell times) without significantly compromising range
resolution. When using a whitening transformation, the
time series data are transformed along the range-time
dimension. This transformation of the data changes the
RWF by combining the range-time samples in a different
way compared to a traditional matched filter. Methods
for calculating the RWF that were originally developed
to study changes in the RWF produced by a whitening
transformation are general enough to be applied to a wide
variety of range-time processing techniques: from a simple averaging of meteorological variable estimates at
contiguous range locations to more recent developments,
such as adaptive range oversampling (Curtis and Torres
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2011). In this work, the effects of different types of rangetime processing on the RWF are examined using typical
processing schemes.
The relationship between the RWF and range resolution has already been mentioned, but the RWF is important for several other reasons. Reflectivity gradients
can cause biases in reflectivity estimates and can also
shift the range location assigned to these data (Mueller
1977; Johnston et al. 2002). Additionally, the combination of the RWF and the resolution volume spacing determines the correlation between the meteorological data
in range. This range correlation affects the variance reduction when meteorological variable estimates are averaged along range to gain data precision at the cost of
reduced range resolution. Finally, the RWF can also
affect the performance of algorithms that process meteorological data. For example, changes in the effective
resolution volume in angular and/or range extents can
affect tornado detection algorithms that utilize Doppler velocity signatures (Wood and Brown 1997; Torres
and Curtis 2006). These effects can be further complicated by the fact that some range-time processing techniques produce a different RWF at each resolution
volume. An example is adaptive pseudowhitening; it uses
a different linear transformation based on measurements
of signal characteristics [e.g., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and spectrum width] at every resolution volume (Curtis
and Torres 2011). Because of these significant effects, it is
important to understand how range-time processing affects the RWF beyond the transmitter and receiver effects captured in the conventional RWF formulation.
In this paper, a method is introduced to calculate the
RWF arising from the processing of echo samples along
the range-time dimension. It uses the following two elements: 1) a pulse matrix, which is based on the transmitter pulse envelope and the receiver filter, and 2) a
transformation matrix, which is determined by the type
of range-time processing. The pulse matrix is simply
a discrete time convolution matrix, which has been used
previously in the context of weather radar signal processing (e.g., Yu et al. 2006; Li et al. 2009); in this work,
we employ it for the calculation of the RWF. The approach described herein combines both the pulse matrix
and a transformation matrix capturing all three major
contributors to the RWF—transmitter pulse envelope,
receiver filter, and range-time signal processing.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the basic method for computing the RWF, including information on how to construct the pulse matrix,
the range-time signal processing model, and examples of
different range-time processing techniques (i.e., different transformation matrices). Section 3 uses the RWF
calculation to examine the range resolution of several

range-time processing techniques and the correlation
between meteorological data from adjacent resolution
volumes. Finally, the results are summarized, and some
recommendations for applying this work are given.

2. The range-weighting function
In this section we derive a general formulation of
the RWF that includes the effects of range-time signal
processing.

a. Model description
As depicted in Fig. 1, assume that the scatterers illuminated by the transmitted pulse (as it propagates in the
radial direction away from the radar) can be modeled as
a linear array of independent ‘‘scattering centers’’ uniformly spaced in range. The spacing between adjacent
scattering centers is large compared to the radar wavelength but small compared to the range extent of the
transmitter pulse. In this model, each scattering center
represents the combined echo contributions (weighted
by the two-way antenna beam pattern in azimuth and
elevation) from all scatterers in an elemental spherical
shell of thickness Dr 5 cDt s /2, where c is the speed of
light and Dt s is much smaller than the transmitter pulse
width t. Although an analysis using a continuous propagation medium would be more realistic (e.g., Zrnić and
Doviak 1978), the approximation of discrete scattering
centers is preferred because it leads to a closed-form
expression of the RWF. We assume that baseband, discrete time in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) signals,
herein referred to as time series data, are produced at
a rate Tr21 (the time series data rate). Using the time
series data as reference, our model consists of two elements. The first element combines the effects of transmission and reception up to the generation of the time
series data, 1 and the second element consists of the
range-time signal processing that is applied to the time
series data to produce meteorological variable estimates.
Assuming that scatterers in a spherical shell have
random placement but are ‘‘frozen’’ during the short
time they are illuminated by the transmitted pulse [i.e.,
the ‘‘frozen scatterers’’ assumption from appendix C in
Doviak and Zrnić (1993)], the contributions from each

1
The first element of the model includes all of the filters used in
the generation of the time series data. However, the actual sampling can occur at baseband or at the IF. In the baseband case, the
first element of the model would include analog filters only (e.g., an
analog matched filter). In the IF case, where additional digital filtering is used to produce the baseband time series data, the first
element of the model would include both analog and digital filters
(e.g., an analog bandpass filter and a digital matched filter).
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FIG. 1. Depiction of the modified pulse illuminating progressive sets of scattering centers
as it propagates in the radial direction. Scattering centers are represented with dots along the
range axis. A modified pulse of length Np is shown at four range locations corresponding to four
consecutive time series samples at times lTr, where l 5 l0, l0 1 1, l0 1 2, and l0 1 3. The rangetime sample spacing at the radar receiver is Tr 5 FDts, where Dts 5 2Dr/c, and Dr is the spacing
between scattering centers. Meteorological data resolution volumes are typically spaced by
LDR, where DR 5 FDr is the spacing between the resolution volumes corresponding to the time
series data, and L is the range-oversampling factor. Samples along sample time are spaced by Ts
(i.e., the pulse repetition time).

scattering center can be independently modeled as a
baseband, stationary, complex Gaussian random process (section 4.1 in Doviak and Zrnić 1993). The random
contributions from the nth scattering center along a radial are denoted by S(nDr, mTs ), where m is the discrete
time index for the series of echo samples from sequential
pulses associated with this particular scattering center.
In other words, n indexes range (or range time) at Dr
(or Dt s) increments, and m indexes pulses (or sample
time) at Ts (the pulse repetition time) increments. This
is a valid simplification from the more accurate ‘‘dispersed pulse echo’’ analysis of Bucci and Urkowitz (1993);
the reshuffling of scatterers in an elemental shell during
the time it is illuminated by the transmitted pulse has no
effect on the RWF, which depends on radar and signal
processing parameters, not on properties of the medium.

1) TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION MODELS
The nth scattering center would produce a baseband
analog voltage dVr at the receiver’s front end of the same
form as the envelope of the transmitter pulse e. That is,
dVr (t, nDr, mTs ) 5 S(nDr, mTs )e(t 2 nDt s ), where t denotes continuous time. The baseband voltage dVo after
all receiver filters can be obtained by convolving the
input waveform with the baseband-equivalent impulse
response h of these receiver filters as
dVo (t s , nDr, mTs )
ð‘
5 S(nDr, mTs )
h(ts 2 t)e(t 2 nDt s ) dt
2‘

5 S(nDr, mTs )p(ts 2 nDt s ),

(1)
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where t s is a generic range time, and the ‘‘modified pulse’’
p is the envelope of the transmitted pulse smoothed by
the receiver filter; thus, p includes the first two contributors to the RWF as described in the introduction.
Assume that the time series sample spacing Tr 5 FDt s,
where F is an integer. This creates time series data
with corresponding resolution volumes spaced at
DR 5 cTr /2 5 FDr. Whereas this sample spacing forces
resolution volumes at multiples of the scattering-center
spacing, this is not a limitation of the model because Dr
and F can be chosen independently and arbitrarily to
suit any particular time series data rate. With this sample spacing (i.e., t s 5 lTr), Eq. (1) becomes
dVo (lTr , nDr, mTs ) 5 S(nDr, mTs )p[(lF 2 n)Dt s ].

(2)

Finally, summing the contributions of all scattering centers at range time lTr, the time series data V can be expressed as
V(lTr , mTs ) 5

å S(nDr, mTs )p[(lF 2 n)Dts ].

(3)

n

In a well-designed radar, p must decay quickly away
from its peak in order to achieve acceptable range localization of echoes. Hence, assume that p(nDt s ) is (or can
be approximated to be) nonzero only for 0 # n , Np ,
where NpDt s is the modified-pulse length in seconds
(Fig. 1). Thus, for lF . Np , the convolution with decimation in (3) becomes
lF

V(l, m) 5
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å

S(n, m)p(lF 2 n),

(4)

n5lF2Np 11

where only the range- and sample-time indices are kept
to simplify the notation. This equation clearly shows that
the time series data at range time lTr has contributions
from a set of scattering centers ending with the lFth
scattering center, which is consistent with the fact that
returns from scatterers beyond lDR need more than lTr
seconds to arrive at the radar receiver.
Next, assume that Nv-by-M time series samples are
needed to produce a set of meteorological variables for
an arbitrary resolution volume and that these samples
are indexed by l0 # l , l0 1 Nn along range time and by
0 # m , M along sample time, where l0Tr is an arbitrary range time (Fig. 1). Note that depending on the
type of range-time processing, the size, location, and
spacing of the effective resolution volumes corresponding
to the meteorological data may or may not match those
of the resolution volumes inherent to the time series data.
In fact, as will be shown later, the size and range location
of the effective volumes for the meteorological data are
determined by the associated RWF. The time series data

needed to produce a set of meteorological variables can
be obtained from (4) and written in matrix form as
Vm 5 PSm ,

(5)

where Vm 5 [V(l0 , m),    , V(l0 1 Nn 2 1, m)]T is the
vector of Nn time series data at sample time m, Sm 5
fS[l0 F 2 Np 1 1, m],    , S[l0 F 1 (Nn 2 1)F, m]gT is the
vector of Ns 5 Np 1 (Nn 2 1)F scattering-center voltages at sample time m, and P is the Nn-by-Ns modifiedpulse convolution matrix (herein referred to as the pulse
matrix). Superscript T denotes matrix transpose. The
pulse matrix can be written as
3
2 )
p0
7
6 )
pF 7
6
7
6
(6)
P56
7,
..
7
6
.
5
4
)
p(N 21)F
n

)
p0

5 [ p(Np 2 1),    , p(1), p(0), 0,    , 0], is the
where
time-reversed, modified-pulse vector zero padded to Ns
)
)
elements, and pn is p0 circularly shifted to the right by n
elements. That is, each row of P is formed by circularly
shifting the previous row F elements to the right. Thus,
multiplication with this pulse matrix results in a convolution with decimation, which captures the effects of the
first two contributors to the RFW: the transmitted pulse
envelope and the receiver filter.

2) RANGE-TIME SIGNAL PROCESSING MODEL
Time series data are processed to obtain autocovariance
estimates for one resolution volume. The signal processing
that occurs along the range-time dimension is, as mentioned previously, the third contributor to the RWF. A
generalized model for the range-time processing involves
two steps: transformation and estimation. Transformed
signals at sample time m, Xm, are obtained as
Xm 5 TVm ,

(7)

where T is a complex-valued Nx-by-Nn transformation
matrix. This transformation produces Nx samples, where
Nx does not need to be equal to Nn. From these transformed samples, the lag-k autocovariance can be estimated as
^
R(k)
5

1
Nx (M 2 jkj)

M2jkj21

å

m50

XH
m DXm1k ,

(8)

where D is a complex-valued Nx-by-Nx autocovariance
range-weighting matrix, and superscript H denotes conjugate transpose.
As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of this paper
is to study the effects of range-time signal processing on
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the RWF for weather radars. Although the presentation
thus far has been general, focusing on time series data
that are oversampled in range is useful for illustrating
the effects of advanced range-time processing techniques
such as range oversampling with pseudowhitening (Torres
et al. 2004). A few cases are presented next that are
typical when processing range-oversampled time series
data. In this processing scenario, a digital matched filter,
if needed, is implemented after generation of the time
series data. This is unlike the conventional processing scenario for non-range-oversampled data in which the
matched filter is implemented either in the analog domain
or digitally in the intermediate frequency (IF) domain,
before generation of the time series data. The reader
should note that even though the model presented in this
section can be used to study the effects of range-time signal
processing on non-range-oversampled data, this processing scenario is normally limited to simpler techniques
where the results are known or can be easily predicted
from the conventional RWF formulation.

(i) Case A: Digital matched filtering without range
averaging
This is the type of processing common to many weather
radar systems with digital receivers, such as the National
Weather Radar Testbed (NWRT) phased-array radar
(PAR), and can be represented with the two-step model as
xm 5 hMF Vm ,

(9)

and
^
R(k)
5

1
M 2 jkj

å

xH
m xm1k .

(10)

Typically, k values (lags) of 0 and 1 are sufficient for the
computation of reflectivity, Doppler velocity, and spectrum width estimates for a resolution volume. Here, hMF
is the 1-by-L matched-filter vector,2 where L is the rangeoversampling factor (L 5 4 on the NWRT PAR). It is
easy to see that, for this case, Nn 5 L, Nx 5 1 (i.e., the
result after matched filtering is a scalar), D 5 [1] (a scalar), and T 5 hMF.

(ii) Case B: Whitening (or pseudowhitening) without range averaging
Range oversampling and whitening (or pseudowhitening) is a technique that can be used to improve the

2

precision of spectral moment and polarimetric variable
estimates on weather radars. Range oversampling provides more samples for the estimation of meteorological
variables; these samples can be transformed (decorrelated) and efficiently used to reduce the variance of estimates and/or reduce the required observation (dwell)
times (Torres and Zrnić 2003). This type of processing has
been implemented on the NWRT PAR and it is the default mode of operation (Curtis and Torres 2011). Range
oversampling and whitening (or pseudowhitening) can be
modeled as follows:
Xm 5 W Vm ,

(11)

and
^
R(k)
5

1
L(M 2 jkj)

M2jkj21

å

m50

XH
m Xm1k ,

(12)

where L is the range-oversampling factor. For this case,
Nx 5 Nn 5 L, D 5 I (the L-by-L identity matrix), and
T 5 W (a range-oversampling transformation matrix).
Here, W can be either the L-by-L whitening matrix obtained as the inverse square root of CV (i.e., W 5 H21,
where CV 5 H*HT, and superscript asterisk (*) denotes
complex conjugate) or a more general L-by-L pseudowhitening matrix, as described by Torres et al. (2004);
CV can be computed from the modified pulse as
CV 5 kpk22 P*PT , where P is the pulse matrix in (6), p is
the modified-pulse vector p 5 [ p(0), . . . , p(Np 2 1)], and
kk is the vector-norm operator.

(iii) Case C: Digital matched filtering with range
averaging

M2jkj21
m50

VOLUME 29

For deterministic signals, the classical matched filter is obtained
as the time-reversed modified pulse. However, for stochastic signals
with known covariance matrix, an optimal matched filter is obtained
as the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the
normalized range correlation matrix (Chiuppesi et al. 1980).

This is the type of range-time processing that entails
averaging consecutive estimates along range for greater
data precision at the expense of coarser range resolution.
In this case, the matched filter is applied to nonoverlapping
blocks of L-oversampled signals. For example, the 1-km
legacy-resolution reflectivity data produced by the Weather
Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) is computed from the average of four signal power estimates
spaced 250-m apart. This type of processing can be represented with the two-step model as
3
2
hMF 0L    0L
7
6 0
6 L hMF    0L 7
6
(13)
Xm 5 6 .
..
.. 7
7Vm ,
4 ..
.
1
. 5
0L
0L    hMF
and
^
R(k)
5

1
R(M 2 jkj)

M2jkj21

å

m50

XH
m Xm1k ,

(14)
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where R is the number of estimates in the range to average (R 5 4 for the WSR-88D legacy-resolution reflectivity), and 0L denotes a row vector of L zeros. For
this case, Nn 5 RL, Nx 5 R, D is the R-by-R identity
matrix, and T is the R-by-RL transformation matrix with
shifted matched-filter entries, as shown explicitly in (13).

(iv) Case D: Digital matched filtering with range
interpolation
This type of processing can be useful when there is a
point target (e.g., an aircraft) in an isolated resolution volume that obscures the meteorological data in the same
volume. By assuming spatial uniformity of meteorological
fields, data can be ‘‘rebuilt’’ using range interpolation of
noncontaminated estimates. For example, the WSR-88D
runs a strong-point clutter filter that detects and flags isolated resolution volumes with significant contamination by
looking for abrupt discontinuities in a range profile of received signal powers. Autocovariances corresponding to
flagged resolution volumes are obtained through linear interpolation (averaging) of neighboring noncontaminated
values (section 3.2.1.2.2 in Unisys Corporation 1991). This
type of processing can be represented with the two-step
model as
2
3
hMF 0L
0L
6
7
(15)
Xm 5 4 0L hMF 0L 5Vm ,
0L
0L hMF
and

2

3
M2jkj21
6
1
62
^
XH
R(k)
5
å
m6 0
4
3(M 2 jkj) m50
0

3
0 07
7
0 0 7Xm1k .
35
0
2
(16)

This case is similar to the previous one, except that R 5 3
and D is a nontrivial matrix. Here, Nn 5 3L, Nx 5 3,
and T is the 3-by-3L transformation matrix with shifted
matched-filter entries in (15); D is the 3-by-3 matrix in
(16), such that D/Nx results in the average of two autocorrelation estimates.
These cases cover a few common types of range-time
processing and illustrate the generality of the proposed
signal processing model. Other more complex approaches
such as overlapped averaging in range, range filtering, and
the efficient implementation of adaptive pseudowhitening
(Curtis and Torres 2011) can also be represented with this
model.

w(nDr) 5

 21 H H
Nx (P T DTP)nn
0

b. Range-weighting function computation
To compute the RWF using the proposed model, start
by taking the expected value of (8). That is,
^
E[R(k)]
5

1
Nx (M 2 jkj)

M2jkj21

å

m50

E(XH
m DXm1k ).

(17)

The expected value inside the summation can be expanded using (7) and (5) as E(SH
m QSm1k ), where Q 5
PH TH DTP is an Ns-by-Ns matrix. The triple product
SH
m QSm1k can be written in terms of the individual eleNs
N
ments as åi51
åj51s [(Sm )i ]*(Q)ij (Sm1k )j , where (Sm )i is
used to denote the ith element of vector Sm, and (Q)ij is
the (i, j) element of matrix Q. Taking the expected value
of the expanded product and pulling all constants outside
the expectation operator,
Ns

E(SH
m QSm1k ) 5 å

Ns

å (Q)ij E[S*(l0 F 2 Np 1 i, m)

i51 j51

3 S(l0 F 2 Np 1 j, m 1 k)],

(18)

where the elements of Sm were explicitly identified.
Note that the expectation inside the summation is the
separable, two-dimensional autocovariance of scattering(R )
(S )
center voltages RS (l0 F 2 Np 1 i, l0 F 2 Np 1 j)RS (k),
where superscripts (R) and (S) denote range- and sampletime autocovariances, respectively; and the scattering
centers for the range-time autocovariance are explicitly
identified because stationarity in range is not assumed.
This two-dimensional autocovariance is zero for i 6¼ j
because the voltages from different scattering centers are
statistically independent; that is, the scatterers they represent are contained in nonoverlapping elemental shells.
It is now easy to show that (17) becomes
N

^
E[R(k)]
5

1 s
å (Q)nn R(SS()l0 F2Np 1n) (k),
Nx n51

(19)

where the two-dimensional autocovariance was written
as the sample-time autocovariance at lag k corresponding
to the (l0 F 2 Np 1 n)-th scattering center. Equation (19)
shows that sample-time autocovariance estimates at an
arbitrary resolution volume consist of weighted contributions of sample-time autocovariances from scattering
centers l0 F 2 Np 1 1 to l0 F 2 Np 1 Ns . These weights,
the diagonal entries of Q/Nx, are in fact the RWF, herein
denoted by w and defined as

l0 F 2 Np , n # l0 F 1 (Nn 2 1)F
.
otherwise

(20)
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Equation (20) provides the functional form of the
RWF but does not provide explicit range localization. In
other words, the range to be assigned to meteorological
variables computed from the set of Nn time series data
samples beginning at time l0Tr is not obvious. However, the support of function w is the interval defined by
Dr(l0 F 2 Np 1 1) and Dr[l0 F 1 (Nv 2 1)F], so it seems
logical that meteorological data be assigned to the range
location corresponding to the middle point of this interval; that is,
#
"
(Nn 2 1)F 2 Np 1 1
Dr.
(21)
r0 5 l0 F 1
2
Another common way to assign range location is by
considering the maximum of w; however, this definition
does not work well for all types of range-time processing, such as those that produce multimodal RWFs. Still,
for any of these range assignments to be valid, all of the
scattering centers located in the support of the RWF
must exhibit the same statistical properties in range (i.e.,
range stationarity). If this does not hold, as in the case
of reflectivity gradients, then the range assignment must
be corrected as described by Mueller (1977) or Johnston
et al. (2002).
The computation of the RWF using (20) requires the
pulse matrix P, the transformation matrix T, and the
autocovariance range-weighting matrix D. Both T and
D are directly determined from the specific range-time
signal processing technique. In contrast, P depends on
the modified pulse, which has to be measured. Measuring the modified pulse on actual radar systems can be
done using two methods. The preferred method involves
injecting a replica of the transmitter pulse into the receiver’s front end and sampling it at the required rate
(Dt s)21. However, this may not be feasible in every radar system. A more practical method consists of capturing returns from a stationary point target (i.e., an
isolated scattering object of size much smaller than the
resolution volume, such as a tower) under clear-air conditions at the maximum available sampling rate. If this
sampling is not fast enough, then a method is needed to
obtain the modified pulse with the desired sample spacing
of Dts. For this work, the NWRT PAR modified pulse
was approximated using a coarsely sampled pulse measured from a tower. This pulse was then interpolated to
a finer sampling grid (Dts) using cubic splines as shown
in Fig. 2. Alternatively, the coarsely sampled modified
pulse could be used directly. This would be equivalent to
having coarsely spaced scattering centers (F 5 1 in the
most extreme case), which would not satisfy the condition that the scattering-center spacing is much smaller
than the range extent of the transmitter pulse. Still, this

FIG. 2. (top) Magnitude and (bottom) phase of the idealized and
NWRT PAR modified pulses as a function of normalized range
time.

approach could be useful to obtain the rough shape of
the RWF directly from the measured data.
Figure 3 shows the normalized RWFs corresponding to the previously introduced cases with the specific
signal-processing model parameters listed in Table 1.
The RWFs are plotted as a function of range relative
to their center or assigned range location r0 (i.e., zero
corresponds to r0). Range values are plotted in LDR
units because this is the typical spacing of meteorological data resolution volumes. For all cases, F 5 20 (i.e.,
Tr 5 20Dt s) and the range-oversampling factor is L 5 4.
The cases depicted in the top panel correspond to the
idealized case of a rectangular transmitter pulse envelope and a noiseless receiver having a receiver filter with
very large bandwidth B6  t 21 [recall that this is the
bandwidth prior to any range-time processing, such as
digital matched filtering (DMF)]. The length of the idealized modified pulse is 4Tr. The cases in the middle and
bottom panels correspond to the modified pulse of the
NWRT PAR, which is more realistic with a length of 6Tr.
Both modified pulses are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
NWRT PAR modified pulse has a nontrivial phase,
which can have a significant effect on the shape and
symmetry of the RWF as discussed next.
For cases A and B with an idealized modified pulse,
the depicted RWFs sampled at Dt s intervals are piecewise constant on FDts intervals. This occurs because the
signal processing acts on samples spaced by Tr 5 FDt s,
and the idealized modified pulse is constant over the
time series sample spacing Tr. The RWFs vary from
peaky to almost flat as the processing changes from a
matched filter to whitening by stepping through varying degrees of pseudowhitening using a ‘‘sharpening
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TABLE 1. Signal processing model parameters for the cases illustrated in Fig. 3. Matrix T is the Nx-by-Nn transformation matrix,
where Nn and Nx are the number of raw and transformed rangetime time series samples, respectively, and D is the Nx-by-Nx autocovariance range-weighting matrix. For these cases, F 5 20 and
L 5 4; I is the identity matrix, hMF is the matched-filter vector, WWH
is the whitening-transformation matrix, and WSH is the pseudowhitening transformation matrix based on a sharpening filter with
parameter a; and diag(a1, a2, . . . , an) defines a block (or partitioned) matrix containing vectors a1, a2, . . . , an on the diagonal and
zeros elsewhere.
Case

Nn

Nx

T

D

A
B

4
4

1
4

1
I

C
D

16
12

4
3

hMF
WWH and WSH
(a 5 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
diag(hMF, hMF, hMF, hMF)
diag(hMF, hMF, hMF)

I
diag(3/2, 0, 3/2)

filter’’ with parameter a, where 0 # a # 1 (Torres et al.
2004). The degree of pseudowhitening is related to the
variance of meteorological variable estimates obtained
from the corresponding transformation. If a is close to
zero, then pseudowhitening approaches the performance
of matched filtering. As a increases, the variance of estimates (at high SNR) decreases until a 5 1, which corresponds to whitening. Thus, as a goes from 0 to 1, the
variance of estimates decreases but the corresponding
RWFs become broader. For the NWRT PAR modified
pulse, the RWFs exhibit a similar trend, but they become
more asymmetric about r0 because of the nontrivial phase
and asymmetry of the modified pulse. Unlike the RWFs
from the idealized modified pulse, the RWFs from the
NWRT PAR modified pulse are not piecewise constant
because this modified pulse is not piecewise constant
over the time series sample spacing (FDts).
The RWFs corresponding to processing cases C and
D are examples of multimodal RWFs, which are based
on the digital-matched filter RWF (case A). As expected, for processing that involves averaging consecutive

FIG. 3. Normalized RWFs corresponding to the cases in Table 1
as a function of normalized range (relative to r0, in LDR units).
The RWF for (top) A and (middle) B cases; i.e., DMF, WT, and
pseudowhitening transformation (PT) based on a ‘‘sharpening filter’’ with parameter a 5 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. (bottom) The RWF
for cases C and D; i.e., a DMF with range averaging (RA), and
a DMF with range interpolation (RI). Case A (DMF) is also included as a reference. The top panel corresponds to the idealized
modified pulse of length 4Tr; i.e., a rectangular transmitter pulse
envelope and a receiver filter with a large bandwidth B6  t21 .
The middle and bottom panels correspond to the modified pulse of
the NWRT PAR of length 6Tr. All RWFs are normalized for unit
area and plotted in (LDR)21 units.
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FIG. 4. (left) Range resolution (r6) and (right) variance reduction factor (VRF‘) for cases
A and B, including a DMF, a WT, and pseudowhitening transformations with varying sharpening parameter a. An idealized modified pulse (solid line) and the modified pulse of the
NWRT PAR (dashed line) are shown.

meteorological variable estimates in range (case C), the
RWF consists of R shifted ‘‘replicas’’ of the RWF prior
to averaging. On the other hand, for processing that
involves range interpolation of meteorological variable
estimates (case D), it is evident that one or more of the
central scattering centers do not contribute at all to the
meteorological data. In all these cases, r0 corresponds to
the middle of the RWF, as defined in (21).
Although the shape of the RWF conveys important
information, a more concise way to characterize and
compare the RWFs for different types of processing is
by looking at the corresponding range resolution. The
RWF also determines the correlation of meteorological
data in range. Both of these are addressed in the next
section.

3. Range resolution and range correlation
The range resolution is directly related to the size of
the radar resolution volume. For point targets, the range
resolution measures the ability of the radar to distinguish two targets along a given direction. For weather
radars, distributed meteorological scatterers are the targets of interest, but the range resolution is still important for observing finescale phenomena, such as tornado
vortices. For example, Brown et al. (2005) showed that
many signatures (e.g., gust fronts, hook echoes, bounded
weak echo regions) could be identified at farther ranges
by using meteorological data with finer range and angular resolution.
As shown in the previous section, processing along
the range-time dimension affects the RWF, and this has
the potential to change the radar range resolution. In
some cases, range-time signal processing can be used to

improve the range resolution, for example, pulse compression (Mudukutore et al. 1998) and the Resolution
Enhancement Technique using Range Oversampling
(RETRO; Yu et al. 2006). In other cases, range resolution
can be traded for meteorological data fields with improved precision, for example, range-oversampling techniques (Torres and Zrnić 2003; Torres et al. 2004) and
conventional range averaging of meteorological variable
estimates.
The standard way to define the range resolution for
weather radars is in terms of the resolution volume.
Doviak and Zrnić (1993) define the resolution volume as
the volume circumscribed by the 6-dB contour of the
product of the two-way antenna beam pattern and the
RWF. The range resolution, denoted by r6, is defined as
the 6-dB width of the RWF. In this case, the 6-dB decrease is measured from the ends of the RWF with respect to the maximum value. This approach removes
ambiguity when computing the width of multimodal
RWFs (e.g., case C in Fig. 3).
Figure 4 shows the 6-dB (r6) widths and variance reduction factor at high SNR (VRF‘) for cases A and B
(Fig. 3) using the idealized and NWRT PAR modified
pulses (Fig. 2). The widths are given in LDR units, which
correspond to the meteorological data resolution volume spacing. VRF‘ is defined as the ratio of the variance
of estimates from matched filtering to the variance from
pseudowhitening, both at high SNR. For the idealized
pulse, the width is approximately 0.76LDR for the digital
matched filter and VRF‘ is 1. As expected, both VRF‘
and the range width increase (i.e., the range resolution
becomes coarser) as the RWF becomes less peaky; the
width increases to about 1.76LDR for range oversampling with a whitening transformation and VRF‘
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goes to L (in this case, L 5 4). There are jumps in the
range resolution for the idealized pulse because of
the discontinuities in the piecewise-constant RWF. For
the more realistic NWRT PAR modified pulse, the same
effects can be seen—VRF‘ goes from 1 to L, but the
widths are slightly reduced (except for the matched filter) because of the larger roll-off factor. The widths
range from 0.9LDR for the digital matched filter to
1.58LDR for whitening. In the idealized case, the range
width increases by a factor of 2.3 when using whitening
compared to digital matched filtering, while it only increases by 1.75 for the NWRT PAR modified pulse. In
both cases, the range width for whitening increases to
a value greater than the resolution volume spacing, which
shows that there is more overlap in range than usual. The
effect of this overlap will be quantified later by examining
the range correlation.
For case D with the NWRT PAR modified pulse, the
width is calculated from the ends so r6 ’ 2.9LDR. This
is consistent with computing the meteorological variables by interpolating nonobscured data from resolution
volumes on either side of the contaminated resolution
volume. For case C, r6 ’ 3.9LDR; that is, the width
matches what we would expect from averaging four
matched-filter samples.
In addition to computing the range resolution, the
RWF can be used to calculate the correlation between
meteorological data from two adjacent resolution volumes. The correlation coefficient is computed by summing the products of the RWF values that overlap and
then scaling so that the value is one for completely
overlapping RWFs (i.e., zero range spacing). The correlation coefficient between data from adjacent resolution volumes is shown in Fig. 5 for both the idealized
modified pulse and the more realistic modified pulse
measured on the NWRT PAR. As in Fig. 4, the data
correspond to cases A and B. The correlation coefficient in the idealized case ranges from about 0.07 for
digital matched-filter processing (i.e., almost uncorrelated data) to 0.47 for range oversampling and whitening. For the NWRT PAR modified pulse, the correlation
coefficient is approximately 0.03 for matched-filtered
processing and 0.32 for whitening. This clearly quantifies the expected increase in correlation between the
two types of processing. Another way to use the correlation is to examine how far apart resolution volumes
for data obtained with range oversampling and whitening would need to be to have the same correlation
coefficient as adjacent resolution volumes with matchedfilter data. For the idealized case, the meteorological
data resolution volume spacing would need to increase
by a factor of about 1.65 to have the same correlation as
the digital matched-filter processing and by a factor of
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FIG. 5. Correlation coefficient (r) between meteorological data
from adjacent resolution volumes with range spacing of LDR for
cases A and B including a DMF, a WT, and pseudowhitening
transformations with varying sharpening parameter a. An idealized
modified pulse (solid line) and the modified pulse of the NWRT
PAR (dashed line) are shown.

about 1.5 for the case using the NWRT PAR modified
pulse.
In summary, the RWF is a tool that can be used to
examine the effects of different types of range-time
processing. In this section, we used it to study the effects
of range-time processing on both the range resolution
and range correlation.

4. Conclusions
We derived a new formulation of the range-weighting
function (RWF) for weather radars that includes the effects of range-time signal processing. Traditionally, the
RWF has been defined solely in terms of the transmitter
pulse envelope and the receiver filter impulse response.
However, we showed that the effective RWF also depends on the signal processing techniques that operate
along the range-time dimension (e.g., range oversampling, range averaging, and range interpolation). This
contributor to the RWF has gained significance in recent years as advanced range-time processing techniques
have become feasible for real-time implementation on
modern radar systems.
After deriving the RWF based on a general signal
processing model, typical sampling and signal processing
schemes from operational weather radars were used to
illustrate a variety of possible RWFs. Not only is precise
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knowledge of the RWF critical in the assignment of
range to meteorological data, but it is also required for
estimating biases from spatial gradients of meteorological fields. The RWF is also essential for measuring the
range resolution and range correlation of meteorological data, which are important characteristics of radar
systems.
This new formulation will be useful for characterizing
modern radar systems that operate on range-oversampled
signals (either by employing a digital matched filter or by
exploiting more advanced processing techniques) and
evaluating the impact that signal processing has on the
performance of algorithms that rely on spatial features of
meteorological data.
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